
  
 
 

 

 

   

Product Description 

CRACKER Enterprise 
 

Instantly verify from the Cloud that your VoIP system is secure 
CRACKER delivers VoIP Security verification via Cloud SaaS, enabling you to check for any 

weakness that could result in a Privacy breach, Toll Fraud attack, D/T-DoS attack or a SPIT attack 

on your VoIP communications system. CRACKER can be run on any form of VoIP network, from 

the smallest Enterprise using just a single SIP trunk or a handful of IP Phones, to the very largest 

VoIP centric networks. 
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Find out if you are vulnerable before the hackers do 
Any business is dependent on their Service Provider to have delivered a fully secure 

solution but remains only as secure as the worst day of any one of its employees, while 

needing to guard against Insiders who may be motivated to weaken defences from 

within.  

CRACKER remotely runs a VoIP attack simulation attempting to break into your phone 

system, while alerting you of any breach or detected weakness. Designed to run like a 

real VoIP attack, it completes a series of SIP vulnerability and penetration tests, on a 

one-off basis, or can be scheduled to run routinely such as immediately after shift 

completion. 

 

Test type Description 

UC Port Scanning   Finds the UDP / TCP port through which the UC element 
accepts UC signalling.   

Extension Discovery  Finds the actual extension numbers used on an IP PBX that 
uses SIP trunks or on IP Phones used for hosted voice.  

Password Attack   Password checking after extension discovery - Common 
passwords 

Password checking after extension discovery - Default 
Velona (UC weak set) 

Password checking after extension discovery - Dictionaries 

Registration Hijacking   Check if registration succeeds 

Toll Fraud after Registration Hijacking   If registration succeeds, test calls attempted to verify if toll 
fraud is possible.  

Toll Fraud without Registration 
Hijacking  

Test calls attempted to verify if toll fraud is possible, 
without the requirement to register with the AS. Different 
calls, such as international, in-country, & premium calls 
attempted. 

VoIP penetration & vulnerability testing from the Cloud  
Testing & reporting follows, where possible, Cyber Vulnerability scan behaviour, checking for known 

vulnerabilities in the VoIP system, typical configuration errors (aka most common provisioning 

mistakes), and specific vendor vulnerabilities.  

Any communications system carrying customer traffic, which has any VoIP equipment such as IP 

PBXs, IMS or non- IMS SIP networks, E-SBCs, Core Network side SBCs, IP Phones, softphones, SIP 

Application Servers, and Softswitches can benefit from regular use of CRACKER. 
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Features 

1. Designed to be upsold by MSPs to 
Enterprises to allow them, at touch of a 
button, check that no mistakes have been 
made, which would leave them vulnerable 

2. Cloud-SaaS delivery for easy, scalable, 
resilient service delivery 

3. Immediately alerts of vulnerability to Toll 
Fraud, Nuisance Calling, DoS attacks, SPIT 
attacks, Registration Hijacking & Phone 
Reboots. 

4. Real time alert to NOC, SOC or on-call 
personnel & one-click SIEM integration 

Network Types supported 
 IETF SIP 

 3GPP IMS (fixed line & mobile -VoLTE 
& FMC) 

 SIP implementations with proprietary 
extensions  

Benefits  
1. Cloud-based service for easy, scalable, 

resilient service delivery 
2. Find weaknesses within your phone 

system without requiring a deep 
knowledge of VoIP 

3. No CAPEX or Admin costs 

4. Cloud SaaS delivery means continuous 
updates for latest VoIP attack kits  

5. Ability to create custom & default test 
set-ups 

6. Rapid deployment means you hit the               
ground running immediately after 
order placement 

Standards 

 IETF: RFC3261, RFC3262, 
RFC3264, RFC3265 / RFC6665, 
RFC3311, RFC3323, RFC3265, 
RFC3428, RFC3515, RFC3892, 
RFC3903, RFC3966, RFC4028, 
RFC4474, RFC5627. 

 3GPP: TS24.229 

 GSMA: IR.92, IR.94, IR.51 

 

 



 

  
 
 

 

 Want to secure your communications systems? 
Give us a call on (+353) 21 242 8400 or email info@velonasystems.com 

 

VELONA SYSTEMS 
 

OUR MISSION   
 
TO ELIMINATE RISKS TO 
PRIVACY & PREVENT T-DOS 
AND TOLL FRAUD IN VoIP 
COMMUNICATIONS 
 
Real-time VoIP threat 
detection & prevention 
via Cloud SaaS solutions 
to eliminate risk to key 
infrastructure, 
productivity loss, 
revenue loss, or 
brand damage 

OUR PRODUCTS 
 
CRACKER 
Advanced VoIP penetration & 
vulnerability testing from the 
Cloud 

 
WATCHER 
Real-time VoIP threat detection 
& protection 

 
C & Java Libraries via commercial 
licence  
SIP FINGERPRINTER 
MALFORMED SIP MESSAGE DETECTOR 
 

FIND US 
 
ADDRESS 
Velona Systems Limited, 
2nd floor, 11 Anglesea 
Street, Cork, Ireland 

 
POSTCODE 
T12CYR8 
 

ON THE WEB 
www.velonasystems.com 
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Why use CRACKER?  

88% of VoIP attacks happen outside of office 

hours. 

33% of attacks have an Insider facilitating the 

weakness in the system.  

VoIP attacks are about money 

Toll fraud still costs over $30 Billion US dollars 

annually. 

T-DoS attack as a service is now obtainable 

from as little as $50.00 USD per hour.  

http://www.velonasystems.com/

